
Solution Overview
IPT Connect provides dispatchers with a portable, high-capacity communications application that can run on smartphones,tablets or 
PC's using an HTML 5 compatible browser. The sostware application runs virtually on any device and enables the user to easily visualize 
and prioritize multiple streams of telephony communications and radio from anywhere and to monitor and participate in full duplex 
conversations when being off the dispatch center. 

The sostware solution requires also 2 telephony capable devices that it pilots to provide one handset and 5 speaker channels capability.

Typically sostphones installed on the same device or wired or wireless phones can be used to be called back by the central system of 
the command room.
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THE HIGH-CAPACITY MOBILE APPLICATION FOR DISPATCH COMMUNICATIONS



One-Touch access to multiple telephony channels

Simple, cost-effective sost client application that runs on any 
HTML 5 capable device

Extends complex dispatcher voice communications to mobile and 
remote users

Line-sharing, barge-in, multi-level conferencing capability

Compliance through central in-house voice recording

KEY CAPABILITIES

IPT Connect offers a concentrated set of key dispatching capabilities including access to telephony and dispatcher voice, multiple line 
appearances, rollover/pickup groups, call queues, barge-in and the ability to participate in multiparty ad hoc conferences with the 
command and control room. IPT Connect monitors  up to five channels simultaneously. 

The IPT Connect application addresses key business requirements including:  simple, inexpensive licensing, massive scalability, rapid 
deployment, survivability and disaster recovery, security policy, communications with command rooms or back office personnel as 
long as integration with unified communications, voice recording platforms and applications.

SAVE TIME. SAVE LIVES. SAVE MONEY
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To learn more about IP Command Solutions
Contact: info@iptrade-networks.com

or for more information
Visit: www.ipcommand-networks.com
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